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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator wants to gauge the load and performance
capacity of Cisco Unified Communication Manager devices,
including conference bridges, gateways, and trunks. Which
report would the administrator run?
A. RTMT
B. CAR
C. CDR
D. CUBE
E. SIP
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Topic 5, Provide End User Support

NEW QUESTION: 2
Writing Test
The passages below contain several enumerated sections, each of
which may or may not contain an error of grammar, usage or
style. For each multiple-choice question, the first choice
reproduces the selection from the original passage. The other
choices offer alternatives. Select the best choice from among
the five choices offered for each enumerated selection.
(1)Looking for something to keep you busy for awhile? Here's
(2)a simple way for making decorative frames and vases.
(3)Firstly, (4) you'll need to get together with a few
materials. (5)This is what you're going to need: (6)twigs you
have to collect from the ground, cardboard for the frame, a
mason jar for the vase, white glue, double sided tape, twine or
raffia, scissors, a pencil, (7)a ruler, and one of your
favorite pictures.
(8)Start with the picture frame; take your (9) picture, and
place it on the cardboard. (10)The cardboard should be larger
than your picture. (11)Than take your ruler and pencil and draw
lines on the cardboard (12) about one-half to one and a half
inch apart and (13) all the way around the circumference of the
picture. (14)Cut out the cardboard along the pencil lines and
save the center piece.
Now, (15) brake your twigs to fit along all four sides of the
picture. (16)They doesn't have to be the same size. Use about
three or four twigs per side, (17) making a bundle of twigs for
each side of the picture frame.(18) Now, repeat that same
process for the top and for the sides. (19)Once you've got the
four sides ready, manufacture the frame.
Take your picture and glue it to the center of the cardboard.
(20)Then, put a profusion of glue on one bundle of sticks and
glue it along one side of the picture. Finish the frame by
gluing the rest of the bundles around the picture. That's it,
you're finished! Now, if you want to hang it, all you have to
do is make a string hanger or a cardboard easel.
A. Then taking your ruler and pencil and draw lines
B. Then you take your ruler and pencil and draw lines
C. Then take your ruler and pencil and draw lines
D. Than take your ruler and pencil and draw lines
E. Than you take your ruler and pencil and draw lines
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Select each Process Step on the left and drag it to the
appropriate Flow Shape on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which
policy will allow a Citrix Administrator to modify all the URLs
in the response body from "http://" to "https://" in an SSL
offload deployment?
A. add rewrite action Act1 replace_all "HTTP.RES.BODY(200000)"
"\"https:\"" -pattern "http://"add rewrite policy Pol1 true
Act1 NOREWRITE
B. add rewrite action Act1 replace_all "HTTP.RES.BODY(200000)"
"\"http://\"" -pattern "https://"add rewrite policy Pol1 true
Act1 NOREWRITE
C. add rewrite action Act1 replace_all "HTTP.RES.BODY(200000)"
"\"http:\"" -pattern "https://\"add rewrite policy Pol1 true
Act1 NOREWRITE
D. add rewrite action Act1 replace_all "HTTP.RES.BODY(200000)"
"\"https://\"" -pattern "http://"add rewrite policy Pol1 true
Act1 NOREWRITE
Answer: B
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